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15th International Liquid Crystal Conference,
3-8 July 1994, Budapest, HUNGARY

Agnes Buka, Conference Secretary writes:

"

On behalf of the local Organising Comm ittee , the Research
Institute for Solid State Physics of the Hungarian Academy

of Sciences and the Roland Eotvos Physical Society it is my great
pleasure to invite you to join us in Budapest and part icipate in the
15th ILCC, 3-8 July 1994.

The 15th ILCC is the next milestone in physics, chemistry and
applications of liquid crystals. Eventhough there are many topical
meetings organ ised for smaller circles of specialists of several
subfields, the ILCC remains a forum for everybody: researchers ,
students, engineers, and those interested in getting an overview
of recent developments. We plan to have five plenary talks in the
morning of each working day of the conference, followed by
poster sessions. Oral contributions are scheduled for the after
noons.

The site of the conference, the EFEDOSzSz Congress Centre , is
located on the Pest side (left bank of the Danube) of the city, in the
neighbourhood of the Heroes Square with monuments erected in
1896to commemorate the millennium of the Hungarian state .The
square is surrounded by the City Park where one can also find
several museums, an amuse ment park , rowing lake , restau-

rants and the Budapest Zoo . The quiet friendly atmosphere is
inviting for short relaxing walks between sessions and for informal
scient ific/nonscient ific discuss ions , and will perhaps funct ion as
the 'main lobby ' of the Conference Centre.

Biased locals and unbiased foreigners share the opinion that
Budapest, situated in the heart of Central Europe, is one of the
most spectacular cities of the region. The panorama from Gellert
Hill (shown above) will hopefully convince you too. The city has
something to offer everyone: famous museums, historic build
ings, the medieval atmosphere of the streets of Buda, hot springs ,
swimming pools with natural mineral water, small romant ic res
taurants with good wine and Gipsy music.

The Hungarian Airline , MALEV, has been appointed to be the
'official carr ier' for the 15th ILCC. MALEV'S network provides
convenientflights from all major European cities , the Middle East
and New York , and also offers reduced rates (details in next
circular) .

Professor L Bata, Conference Chairman, and the Local Organ is
ing Comm ittee would be delighted if you part icipated in the
15th ILCC and got a touch of the Hungarian culture ! 0 "

Meeting Report: ECLC 93 - European Conference on Liquid Crystals
Science and Technology, 7-12 March 1993, Flims, Switzerland
ECLC cont inued the tradition of the biennial European Winter LC
Conferences , and this year for the first time , absorbed the former
LC Conference of Socialist Countries. Of the 207 participants
from28 countries, 28 delegates attended from the former Socialist
countries,but in addition the conference attracted representatives
from many liquid crystal groups outside Europe , such as the USA,
Canada, Japan and S Africa. The Conference was held in the
magnificent Park Hotels comple x in the Swiss ski resort of Flims,
and coincided with a week of excellent weather and fine snow
conditions.

Conference Chairman Dr Martin Schadt (F Hoffmann La Roche)
and his comm ittee had organised a rich programme of 5 plenary
and 20 invited talks, and there were 153 refereed poster contribu 
tions. Each poster session was introduced by a selected speaker,

who gave an overview, aided by summary transparencies sub
mitted by presenters. This was a most useful innovation, enabling
conference participants to focus directly on posters of particular
interest to them .

The physico-chemical aspects of molecular self-organisation
("Princ ipe des affinites electives" ), were presented by Simon in
his plenary lecture on mesomorphic materials for electronics,with
particular reference to phthalocyanines and new linear polyph ilic
systems . Possibilities for synthet ic developments and applications
such as field effect transistors and ferroelectric dev ices were
outlined , which were developedby subsequent oral cont ributions
from Plesvnivy (new metallomesogens based on azacrowns) .
Blinov (ferroelectric properties of achiral polyph ilic liquid crystals) ,
Gruneberg (ferroelectric and anti-fe rroelectric properties of chiral
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acrylates and polyacrylates) and Guillon (ferroelectric propert ies
of chiral sulphinate compounds).

Although polymer liquid crystals did not have a separate session,
a number of interesting developments were reported including
exciting work on liquid crystalline epoxy resins (Carfagna) , and
the production of optical quality mono-domain liquid crystal
polymer films (Toyooka) . The optical and electrooptical proper
ties of polymer-dispersed liquid crystals were reviewed in a
plenary lecture by Kitzerow, while the theory and experimental
observations on polymerisation-induced phase separation in
PDLCs were covered by Palffy Muhoray. Results of the
electrooptical responses of main chain polymers were presented
by Galli. New electrooptic phenomena based on a f1exoelectric
response in chiral nematics exhibit ing a finger print texture with a
shear-aligned axis were described by Komitov.

Possibilities for using the techniques of AFM and STM in liquid
crystal studies were elegantly presented in a plenary lecture by
Frommer (see this issue of Liquid Crystals Today). Applications
of AFM to the measurement of surface interactions were given in
a poster by Uchida, and use of the technique in studies of wetting
of liquid crystals on Ag/glass and SiO/glass surfaces was de
scribed in a talk by Barberi. Results of other methods to study
surface organisation were presented by Henn (X-ray reflectivity
from aligned polymer smectic films at a glass surface) and
Kosenkov (orientational ordering of liquid crystalline linearly
photopolymerised films). A talk by Osipov outlined the use of
density funct ional theory to study the director orientation at
nematiclisotropic and nematic/substrate interfaces. Experimen
tal studies of the development of focal conics at the isotropic/
smectic A transition in droplets anchored at a surface were
presented by Fournier, while Buka gave results on the dendritic
growth of a smectic B phase from nematic phases aligned in both
planar and homeotropic configurations.

The plenary lecture by Leibler on mesophase behaviour in block
co-polymers provided a link between many of the topics dis
cussed at the conference. Segregat ion in diblock co-polymers is
a clear manifestation of molecular organisation, and the descrip
tion of polymer phase transitions has relevance to PDLCs.
Furthermore the observed phase behaviour and phase struc-

Scientific Notes

High Contrast Liquid Crystal Shutter
A new black and white liquid crystal light shutter has been
developed by Charles Rosenblatt , Rolfe Petschek,Michael Fisch,
and Karl Crandall of Case Western Reserve University. Exhibit
ing a dark "off" state and a transmitting "on" state, the device is
based upon a negative dielectr ic anisotropy, weakly cholesteric
liquid crystalline material situated between crossed polarisers.
Surface stabilised alignment of the liquid crystal is homeotropic
and, in consequence, no rubbing of the substrate is necessary .
Owing to the perfect homeotropic alignment in the voltage "off"
state, superb extinction is obtained . In the voltage "on" state the
molecules tilt with respect to the cell normal. By arranging the
cholesteric pitch, cell thickness, and material birefringence, spa
tially uniform transmiss ion with virtually no colour dispersion can
be obtained. To date transmission efficiencies have exceeded
90%.Contrast ratios for normally incidentcollimated lightapproach
5000:1, and for obl iquely incident light both transmission
efficiencies and contrast ratios are again quite good. Switching
times are comparable to twisted nematic cells. Further informa
tion from Dr Rosenblatt , University Technology Inc, CWRU,
Tel: 216-368-5514. 0

tures in block co-polymers resemble lyotropic liquid crystals .
Especially the binary co-polymer/homopolymer system which
develops a bicontinuous phase . Self-organisation in lyotropic /
biological systems were discussed in a plenary lecture by Gruler
on self-organised molecular machines. Results of electron micro
scopic examination of organised DNA presented by Le Forest ier
have shown the development of double twist structures similar to
chiral nematic blue phases, and Krueke indicated that blue
phases can be induced in discotic liquid crystals , using chiral
dopants of strong twisting power. Dopant induced columnar
phases formed from a discotic nematic liquid crystals and a
strongly dipolar species were described by Luckhurst, who gave
results of nmr studies of the order of the dipolar dopant, while
Andreozzi indicated the use of infra-red dichroism and esr probes
to study the dynamics of molecular organisation in acrylate side
chain liquid crystal polymers .

The session on self organising systems ended the conference,
and the final paper of that session given by Latterman was
concerned with hydrogen-bonded diols which organised to give
smectic A and columnar phases. In addition to the oral commu
nications, the poster sessions contained many high quality pres
entations - device research and development were not much
represented at the conference, but the creativity of liquid crystal
scientists continues to produce new possibil ities for devices of the
future. 0

oA Dunmur, VIce-Chairman ECLC 93

~ NEW BOOKS
"Diffraction Optics of Complex-Structured
Periodic Media"
v A BELYAKOV, 352pp, 86 illus., Springer-Verlag (1992).
Hardcover $98.00, ISBNQ-387-97654-X

Probing matter with beams of photons, neutrons and electrons
provides much information about both the microscopic and mac
roscopic structure of materials, particularly those with periodic
structure such as crystals and liquid crystals. This book discusses
the interaction of X-rays, gamma-rays, electrons and neutrons
with various kinds of ordered media.

Contents: Waves in media with one-dimensional periodicity;
Approx description of the interaction radiation with regular me
dia; Diffraction of M6ssbauer rad iation in magnetically ordered
crystals; Optics of Chiral LCs; Radiation of fast charged particles
in regular media: Non-linear optics of periodic media; Dynamic
scattering of thermal neutrons in magnetically ordered crystals;
Polarisation phenomena in X-ray optics; Magnetic X-ray scatter
ing; M6ssbauer filtration of synchrotron radiation.

NEW LC SERIES
World Scientific Publishing Co. has launched a book series in
Liquid Crystals to promote fundamental and applied research on
liquid crystals .

Editors are:Dr H LOng, IBM,T] Watson Research Center (Editor
in-Chiefand Regional Editor for USA);ProfSKobayashi (Regional
Editor ,Asia);and Prof] Prost (Regional Editor, Europe) .The series
welcomes any book proposal on LCs and related areas, including
chemistry, physics and applications.

Further details from Dr H LOng at Thomas] Watson Research
Center, Eastview 71-ClO, POBox 218, Yorktown Heights, New
York 10598. e.mail: HLONG@WATSON.IBM.COMD
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